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Organizational factors and the
perception of motion in depth

DONALD H. MERSHON, THOMAS A. JONES, and MARY E. TAYLOR
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina

When two stationary, stereoscopically separated targets are viewed in a completely dark sur
round, and no cues concerning their egocentric distances from the observer are salient, the far
ther target tends to be seen at the same distance it would have assumed if it were by itself. The
nearer target is seen as being closer than it would have been if seen alone. The present studies
extend this previous finding (now termed the far-anchor effect) into the domain of targets that
move in stereoscopic space. Observers viewed two small illuminated targets, which began at either
the same or different stereoscopic distances. One of the targets was moved in depth and the ob
servers identified the target that appeared to move. Conditions varied according to the initial
depth location of the moving target. Significantly more correct responses were reported when
the nearer target moved than when the farther one moved, consistent with the hypothesis that
the perception of motion in depth is affected by the aforementioned perceptual anchoring effect
of the farther target.
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Consider the factors that determine the apparent dis
tance of a small, physically remote point of light observed
binocularly in an otherwise completely dark surround.
Few cues exist to mark its egocentric distance from the
observer. At best, the observer will gain some informa
tion from the states of accommodation and vergence (Mor
rison & Whiteside, 1984), both of which should indicate
that the point is at a generally far distance. Now consider
a second point of light, farther away in physical space.
It too provides limited cues to its egocentric distance.

For each of the above targets, however, a perceptual
organizational factor, termed the specific distance ten
dency may playa role (Gogel, 1969, 1977). Specifically,
this is the tendency of observers to perceive any object
as if it were located some specific distance away (typi
cally, between 1 and 2 m). Although considered to be an
omnipresent factor in the perception of visual distance,
the specific distance tendency usually has its greatest ef
fect on reports of distance when few cues to distance are
available (e.g., under reduced conditions of viewing). For
each of the target points described above, the specific
distance tendency would thus be expected to have a sig
nificant impact upon perceived distance. It would not,
however, be the sole basis for the perception of distance.
Gogel (1972) proposed that the apparent distance to any
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such target would always represent a combined effect of
the specific distance tendency and whatever residual
(oculomotor) cues to distance that might exist. He termed
this combined effect the egocentric reference distance.
With the difference in residual egocentric cues intention
ally minimized (as in our example), each individual tar
get should appear near the same reference distance.

Now imagine the same two targets presented simulta
neously. Due to the difference in the physical distances
of the two targets, the relative cue of binocular disparity
should allow observers to see that the targets are at clearly
different distances. But where should they appear in ego
centric space? Although several plausible alternatives
might be suggested, Gogel's (1972) research makes it
clear that the farther target consistently assumes the ego
centric reference distance and the nearer target appears
to be closer than that reference distance. Similar results
were obtained by Foley (1985). Another study showed
that fundamentally the same effect occurs, even when the
nearer target is a larger (and perhaps perceptually more
"stable") rectangle, rather than a small point of light
(Mershon & Lembo, 1977). Mershon, Granberry-Hager,
Bartlett, & DeCamp (1981) found that the effect also oc
curs when several additional lights are presented at depth
locations between the nearest and farthest targets. In that
study, the apparent distance of the entire configuration
of lights was perceptually seen with the farthest lights re
maining at essentially the same egocentric distance as they
had been when viewed in isolation. The stability of the
farthest target even seems to occur when the depth interval
between near and far targets is defined by a collection
of monocular cues, rather than by stereopsis (Mershon,
Voncannon, & Windes, 1976). Thus, the effect of interest
seems to depend more upon the operation of an autoch
thonous organizational factor (i.e., the specific distance
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tendency) than upon the particular targets or the particu
lar visual cues employed in a given situation. Overall, the
phenomenon (hereinafter referred to as the far-anchor ef
fect) appears to be both pervasive and robust.

The above studies suggest that certain errors in the per
ception of motion in depth may be more likely than others.
Specifically, imagine a simple binocular configuration
consisting of a single near and a single far target. Fur
ther imagine that the far target indeed assumes the ego
centric reference distance. If the far target were moved
in depth, but still remained the farthest target in the con
figuration perceptually, then it should continue to be seen
as if it were at the egocentric reference distance. 1 Under
such conditions, changes in the stereoscopic depth interval
that result from motion of the far target might be percep
tually attributed to opposite movements of the nearer tar
get. (This prediction arises from the expectation that the
totality of relative changes within a display will tend to
be perceptually distributed among the targets involved;
see Gogel, 1984; Rock, Auster, Schiffman, & Wheeler,
1980.) Thus, the perceptual tendency to position an
egocentrically ambiguous depth interval in distance, on
the basis of the far-anchor effect, should induce the illu
sion of movement in the "less stable" nearer target. Ex
amining this possibility was the main concern of the
present experiments.

Other Considerations for the Present Studies
Presenting an observer with motion in depth entails sev

eral variables. Direction of motion, for example, may be
either toward or away from the observer. Also, the dis
tance a target moves and the time to cover that distance
(speed) are inherent factors in motion in depth. Follow
ing are some of the considerations involved in the choices
made for the present investigations.

Several studies have indicated that human beings may
respond differently to movement that involves an ap
proaching target than to movement that involves a reced
ing one (Ball & Sekuler, 1980; Perrone, 1986). It has been
suggested that such differences arise from the greater ex
perience with expanding patterns of optical flow (such as
those that occur naturally during forward locomotion).
Since we do not customarily move around with our eyes
directed to the back, we have not developed sophisticated
processes for dealing with contracting patterns of flow.

In a simpler display that had more similarities to our
own, Janssen, Michon, and Harvey (1976) found that for
ward motion was perceived significantly more readily than
was receding motion. However, their study involvedjudg
ments of absolute motion and a target moving in an other
wise dark surround. No additional objects in the display
offered any reference by which to judge the target's mo
tion. This difference may not persist in cases of relative
motion, in which the observer has another visual refer
ence. Indeed, unless there is a reference mark of some
sort, there may be no sense of motion per se, even when

changes in vergence occur (Erkelens & Regan, 1986). In
the present research, the use of displays with one mov
ing and one stationary target ensured that a suitable ref
erence mark was always available.

Hong and Regan (1989) found that many individuals
may be differentially blind to one direction of motion in
depth, even though they may be able to correctly report
the opposite motion (e.g., approaching vs. receding mo
tions). The demonstration of such field defects, however,
was accomplished by the use of very short presentations
« Isec). Longer presentations of the moving targets al
Iowan observer the opportunity to convert the display
from crossed to uncrossed disparities, or the reverse.
Therefore, to avoid problems with this sort offield defect,
the observers in the present studies were not constrained
as to fixation, and observation periods were long enough
(at least 5 sec) to allow use of the preferred fixation pat
tern. Such free viewing conditions also had the advantage
of being more similar to the tasks involved in daily living.

The factor of speed was also of concern. A target mov
ing too quickly may introduce a relatively abrupt change
in its vergence angle, providing a strong (if transient) cue
for a change in egocentric distance that would otherwise
be absent. Although even large and rapid changes in ver
gence do not seem to contribute directly to a motion-in
depth mechanism (Regan, Erkelens, & Collewijn, 1986),
such an abrupt change in the absolute "position in depth"
could provide an artifactual indicator that one, rather than
the other, target had moved. Such extraneous informa
tion could then influence reports of the perceptual effects
expected from the egocentric organizational process. In
order to evaluate the effects of speed, the targets in the
different conditions of Experiment 2 covered the same
depth extent in different durations.

GENERAL METHOD

Two small (\2.7 em diagonal) Panasonic Video monitors (con
trolled by a Commodore 64 computer), some half-silvered mirrors,
and crossed-polarizing filters were used to create a polaroid stereo
scope. The monitors always remained at a physical distance of
approximately 4 m from the observer. Perceptually distinct images
of two white rectangles of equal size (approximately 4 mm wide
x 6 mm high) were presented using this stereoscope. From the nor
mal position of the observer, these target· rectangles were 3.4' x
5.2' of arc in size and were nominally 0.65° apart laterally (center
to center). Depending upon the lateral positions of the component
images on the screens, these targets could be stereoscopically sep
arated in depth by as much as 23' of arc. Thus, either target could
assume equivalent vergence distances anywhere between 2.85 and
4.05 m from the observer. Direct measurement of target luminances
was not feasible, but calculation indicated that effective luminances
at the eye were approximately 0.03 cd/rn",

When desired, lateral movement of the screen images created the
perceptual effect of motion in depth without changing the size or
brightness of either target. Two speeds of movement were avail
able by introducing different software-controlled delays whenever
the images shifted by I pixel on the screen. At the slower speed,
the moving target required 10.8 sec to cover the simulated 1.2-m
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separation in depth. The same separation was covered in 6.5 sec
at the faster rate. In all trials in which one of the targets moved
in depth, the motion continued until that target had reached the other
extreme of distance. Both targets then disappeared.

Becausethe lateral motion of the images was constanton the screen
(within each condition), the stereoscopic motion in depth was not.
Unavoidably, the vergence distance of the moving target changed
more rapidly as vergence increased. For the slower speed, the
equivalent rate of motion in depth varied between 8.0 ern/sec and
15.4 ern/sec. For the faster speed, the rate varied between
13.3 em/sec and 25.6 ern/sec. Perhaps becauseof the relatively short
duration of observation and the smoothly continuous change in rate,
no noticeable variations in speed were apparent for either direction
of motion. In any case, effects of such accelerations/decelerations
were controlled for by the design of Experiment 3. In that experi
ment, the exact same physical displacement was paired on sepa
rate presentations with both a nearer and a farther target. Thus,
any effect of changes in the rate of 3-D motion were balanced across
conditions with opposite predictions.

The rectangular targets were presented in an otherwise completely
darkened visual alley. The observers viewed the display through
an aperture from a darkened booth. A shutter in front of the aper
ture prevented any view of the alley before or after an experimental
presentation. The observer and experimenter communicated via an
intercom system.

A special effort was made to circumvent a problem with binocular
fusion, which may occur in a severely reduced viewing environ
ment. With only the two small targets visible and no other frame
work to support stable fusion, there was a tendency for some of
the observers to see three or even four lights. (The observers who
were unable to fuse the left- and right-eye views within a minute
or so of the start of a presentation were replaced.r' To minimize
initial fusional difficulties, as well as subsequent problems with the
fused display breaking up, the depth interval used in the present
studies was kept fairly small. Although both expanding and con
tracting depth intervals were examined, no interval exceeded the
1.2 m (23' of arc) maximum depth separation.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Observers. A total of 60 observers participated in Experiment I.

Half of the observers in any condition were men and half were
women. The observers were drawn from a pool of introductory psy
chology students who participated as one means of fulfillinga course
requirement. Each observer had a visual acuity, corrected if nec
essary, of at least 20/30 in both eyes and a stereoacuity of at least
145" of arc. The observers were unfamiliar with the laboratory
and the purpose of the experiment.

Procedure. Each observer first took an acuity test using a stan
dard Snellen wall chart and a stereoacuity test using the Keystone
Multi-Stereo Test. A measure of interpupillary separation was also
taken, in order to calibrate the polaroid stereoscope individually,

so that the targets appeared at the same stereoscopic distances for
each observer. The observer was then seated in the observation booth
and was allowed I min to adapt to the dark. Each observer was
presented with the appropriate display and was asked to report the
apparent distance between him/herself and the visual target(s) in
"feet, inches, or some combination of feet and inches."

Experiment 1 was conducted as a replication of previous work
with simple binocular configurations (Gogel, 1972; Mershon &
Lembo, 1977). It was designed merely to confirm that the present
equipment and procedures would demonstrate the same general sta
bility in the perceived distance to the far target (and the same change
in the perceived distance to the near target) as previous research.
For Experiment I, therefore, all the targets remained stationary
throughout a presentation. Twenty of the 60 observers were pre
sented with the near target alone, 20 were presented with the far
target alone, and 20 were presented with the near and far targets
simultaneously. These three conditions were presented in randomly
ordered blocks of3 observers each. The observers were run in the
order in which they reported to the laboratory.

Rationale and predictions. In Experiment I, each target indi
vidually should assume an apparent distance determined by the ego
centric reference distance. In addition, the perceived distance to
the binocularly farther target should not change significantly when
it is viewed in combination with the nearer target. However, the
perceived distance to the nearer target presented in combination
with the farther target should be seen as significantly closer than
when presented alone. These findings would be consistent with pre
vious studies on the perceptual positioning of an egocentrically am
biguous binocular interval. They would further verify the existence
of the perceptual conditions that were necessary for testing the main
hypothesis concerning perceived motion in depth.

Results
Table 1 summarizes the results for the three groups of

observers in Experiment 1. (Medians, rather than mean
values, are given because of the tendency for verbal re
ports of apparent distance to be highly skewed; Mershon
& Lembo, 1977.) A Mann-Whitney Utest, comparing
the responses for the near and far targets presented indi
vidually, yielded a nonsignificant U value of 191 (p >
.05). Thus, there is no evidence that the judgments for
the individual targets were different. Indeed, the median
report of perceived distance to the nearer target was
slightly greater than the median report of perceived dis
tance for the farther target.

A second Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare
the reports of the perceived distance of the far target pre
sented alone with judgments of the far target presented
in conjunction with the near one. This yielded a nonsig
nificant value of 193 (p > .05). Thus, the presence or

Table 1
Verbal Reports of Perceived Distance in Experiments 1 and 3

Individual Lights Simultaneous Lights

Experiment 1 Experiment I Experiment 3

Near Far Near Far Near Far

Medians 1.52 1.22
Serniinterquartile ranges 0.46 1.14
Geometrical means 1.41 1.57

Note-All values converted to meters.

0.91 1.37
0.36 0.46
0.93 1.39

1.17 1.37
0.61 1.09
1.16 1.43
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Experiment Condition Moving Target Target Mobon In Depth

Far-Far "Nearer" «------1
(expand)

Far-Near Farther «------1
(collapse) 0

Near-Near "Farther" »
(expand)

Enor

Correct

Enor

Correct

Enor

Correct

Correct

Reported Motion
Predlcted to be

Nearer (}---»
0

FaJ1her (}---»

Nearer «---tl

Farther <l---ll
0

Mid-Near
(expand)

Mid-Far
(expand)

Mid·Near
(collapse)

Exp. 2 Near-Far Nearer »
(collapse) 0

Exp 3 Mid-Far
(collapse)

absence of a near target did not reliably affect the ob
servers' distance judgments to the farther target. A third
U test, comparing the perceived distance ofthe near tar
get presented alone with judgments of the near target pre
sented with the far one, however, yielded a value of 135.
This value was statistically significant (p < .05, one
tailed). Thus, the observers' distance judgments to the
near target were significantly closer when presented in
conjunction with a farther target, whereas distance judg
ments to the far target itself were not significantly
changed.:' The current display was deemed capable of
serving in Experiment 2.

In Experiment 1, male and female observers and left
versus right sides of the display were counterbalanced.
Neither of these variables, however, was associated with
any significant differences.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method
Observers. Another (different) 320 observers from the same

source and with the same characteristics as those in Experiment I
served in Experiment 2. Again, half of the observers in any given
condition were men and half were women.

Procedure. Following preliminary instructions and a brief pe
riod of dark adaptation, each observer viewed a display of two il
luminated targets. For half of the observers, this display consisted
of a near and a far target. The independent variables were whether
the near or the far target was moved, whether the moving target
was on the left or right side of the display, and whether the speed
of movement was fast or slow. The other half of the observers saw
a display with two targets at the same distance-either two far tar
gets or two near targets. For these observers, the independent vari
ables were the initial distance of the pair of targets, whether the
moving target was on the left or the right side of the display, and
whether the speed of movement was fast or slow. This second group
of observers was intended as a control condition, because one might
expect a priori that correct and incorrect judgments should be 50-50
when there was no initial depth separation (given the limited view
ing conditions).

Each observer was asked to report the distance to each target
(primarily to confirm that a clear depth separation was seen in the
near-far simultaneous condition). Each observer was then presented
with a single trial in which one of the targets in the pair was moved,
and was asked to report whether the near or the far target had moved
in depth and the direction of that movement.

There were 32 conditions in all, including the division of observers
by sex. Each condition was presented to 10 different observers.
The observers and conditions were run in a randomized order.

Rationale and predictions. In Experiment 2, we tested the hy
pothesis that the relative position ofa target within a binocular depth
configuration would have a differential effect on the perceived mo
tion in depth. Specifically, the far-anchor effect was expected to
result in any stereoscopic variation being seen as motion of the nearer
target. (Figure I clarifies the primary display conditions and these
expectations.) Thus, we expected more correct reports when the
near target actually moved back and more errors in the motion re
ports when the far target moved forward. For the control condi
tions, in which both targets started at the same distance, no differ
ence in performance was expected (but see the Discussion section
for Experiment 2).

Results
Each observer was presented with either a receding near

target or an approaching far target. Verbal reports as to

Figure 1. The primary conditions used in Experiments 2 and 3,
including top views of how the targets moved in depth and the ex
pected performance. For simplicity, the left-hand target is always
shown as the moving target. For Experiment 2, the lateral position
of the moving target was balanced across observers. For Experi
ment 3, the lateral position of the moving target was balanced across
presentations to each observer. (The assumed, but not shown, loca
tion of the observer is to the left of the figure.)

which target appeared to move and in which direction
were categorized as correct if the observer's response ex
actly matched the veridical physical motion, and incor
rect otherwise. In the instances in which an observer gave
a first impression and then immediately changed it, the
second impression was the response that was categorized.
(The second impression was chosen, because the ob
servers generally reported that their second impression
was clearer or was the one that lasted for the greater du
ration of time while they were watching the display.)

Logistic regression. Logistic regression (Aldrich &
Nelson, 1984) was used to analyze correct versus incor
rect responses. Like linear regression, logistic regression
is used to construct a model that describes how the value
of a dependent variable changes with the value(s) of some
independent variable(s) or with interactions of those vari
ables. However, logistic regression is used when the de
pendent variable is categorical. More specifically, the
dependent variable is a probability that can take on only
one of two possible values (commonly represented as
either 0 or 1). Linear regression is inappropriate in this
case because fitting a linear model to measures confined
to just two given points (0 and 1) grossly violates the as
sumption that the dependent variable may take on an in
finite set of values. The logistic regression procedure first
requires that the frequency of "positive" outcomes be de
termined for each cell in the overall design. These cell
frequencies are then transformed into log values, to cre
ate a continuous variable. The end result of a logistic re
gression is a set of the _independent variables (a model)
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that is significant in determining the probability of a posi
tive response for the dependent variable.

In this study, logistic regression tests were used to de
termine the probabilities of being able to predict correct
versus incorrect responses. The analyses constructed
backward stepwise models until only the independent vari
ables or interactions that were significant as predictors
were left. A separate test was conducted on the data from
the conditions with one near and one far target and on
the data from the conditions in which both targets were
initially at the same distance.

Goodness of tit for model analyses. Overall, the two
regression models constructed by the above analyses were
fairly successful in "predicting" the correct percentages
of the responses. For the analysis of the near-far and
far-near conditions, the model correctly predicted 69.8%
of the responses (r = .323). For the analysis of the far
far and near-near conditions, the model correctly pre
dicted 67.2 % of the responses (r = .296). Note that
although the r values for each of these models may be
used for evaluating the models in a "goodness of fit" type
of comparison, it is important to understand that the rand
r2 values found in a standard regression analysis are dif
ferent from the r values reported for logistic regression
(Aldrich & Nelson, 1984). Briefly, this is because in a
standard regression analysis, the r value is based on a
mean and a variance of each dependent variable. With
categorical data, estimating a proportion in lieu of the vari
ance is appropriate. The r value reported here, therefore,
is determined by comparing the predicted values with the
actual responses in the final model. (Predicted values are
attained by using the logistic regression formula to de
termine whether the probability of getting a positive re
sult is greater than or less. than .5 for each cell.)

Primary analyses. Table 2 lists significant variables
for each of the primary logistic regression analyses, in
cluding response frequencies and the chi-square values,
the p values, and the r values.

The first logistic regression analysis compared re
sponses for the presentations that included both a near and
a far target. Two variables were found to be significant
at the .05 level in constructing a regression model: target
in motion (whether the moving target was near or far;

p < .0001) and lateral position of the near target (whether
the near target was on the left or right side of the display;
p = .0189). The statistical significance of the target-in
motion variable supports the hypothesized influence of
the far-anchor effect on the perception of motion in depth
in an egocentrically ambiguous display. The unpredicted
finding of a significant lateral position variable indicates
a modest anisotropy; examination of the detailed results
shows that this observed asymmetry reflects improved
performance on the presentations in which the near tar
get was on the right and was actually in motion. Within
each condition of lateral position, however, the primary
(predicted) finding of better performance when the near
target moved held consistently (45.0% correct on near,
22.5% correct on far, when the near target was on the
left; 72.5% correct on near, 30.0% correct on far, when
the near target was on the right).

The second logistic regression analysis compared con
ditions in which the two targets started at the same dis
tance. Only the variable of configuration (whether the
configuration was far-far or near-near; p = .00(2) was
found to be significant. The significance of this variable
seems at first to be a surprise, because the frequencies
of correct reports are not equal. Perhaps this finding may
be predictable from the results of Janssen, Michon, and
Harvey (1976). As noted earlier, those researchers found
that forward motion was reported more readily than reced
ing motion. In Experiment 2, when one of the near-near
targets moved back, erroneous forward motion in depth
tended to be seen for its mate. This suggests that it may
have been easier to see a target moving forward, even
when such an outcome was incorrect. This interpretation,
however, is inconsistent with the results of the near-far
conditions, because in those situations the nearer target
was more often seen to move, even though it appeared
to recede. Therefore, a somewhat different interpretation
will be discussed below.

Secondary analyses. As a confirmation procedure, ad
ditional logistic regression analyses were conducted on
a modifieddata set. For these analyses, incorrect responses
were categorized into responses that were "possible,"
given the stereoscopic changes presented, and responses
that were "inconsistent" with any predictable perceptual

Table 2
Significant Variables for Analyses of Configurations in

Experiment 2, Showing Number and Percent of Correct Responses,
With Other Values Showing Results of the Logistic Regression Analyses

Variable Level No. Correct Percent Correct)(' p r

Far-Near and Near-Far Configurations

Target-in-motion Near 47 58.8 16.96 <.0001 .262
Far 21 26.2

Lateral position Near on Left 27 33.8 5.51 .0189 -.127
Near on Right 41 51.2

Far-Far and Near-Near Configurations

Configuration Far-Far 45 56.2 14.30 .0002 .238
Near-Near 21 26.2
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outcome (e.g., reporting a depth interval that expanded,
rather than collapsed, in the conditions starting with a near
and a far target). The incorrect responses expected from
the far-anchor effect included only the responses that rep
resented incorrect, but possible, alternatives (i.e., errors
that reflected the induction of an opposite motion in a
physically stationary target). Inconsistenterrors accounted
for 53 of the 320 total observations. A reduced data set
was created by the elimination of such errors. Removing
these observers did not noticeably affect the overall pro
portions of correct/incorrect judgments for either near or
far targets. Logistic regression analyses conducted on the
modified data set served to confirm the major findings
of the primary analyses-that the depth location of the
moving target is a significant determiner of performance
(p = .0001 for both the near-far conditions and the con
ditions starting with the targets at the same distance).

In addition, the new analyses showed an effect of the
speed variable (with the faster speed producing a mar
ginally greater number of correct responses in the near
far conditions; p = .0049). There were also some irregu
lar, two-way interactions of the lateral position variables
by speed in the near-far conditions and lateral position
x sex of the observer in the same-distance conditions.
More specifically, in the near-far conditions, the differ
ences due to speed only occurred clearly (1) when the near
target was on the left, or (2) when the moving target was
on the left. In the near-near versus far-far analysis, the
interaction may be interpreted as showing a slightly
greater performance difference (men > women) for pre
sentations in which the moving target was located on the
right than when the moving target was located on the left.
Although no immediate explanations for these interactions
are obvious, they do not have a major impact on the over
all interpretation of Experiment 2. Rather, they may be
considered as details that should be controlled or exam
ined more thoroughly in Experiment 3.

Discussion
Near-far conditions. The significantly reduced fre

quency of correct responses reported when the far target
moved than when the near one moved supports the primary
hypothesis of this study. That is, the specific distance ten
dency appears to have an anchoring effect on the farthest
target in a display. Thus, the far target is more apt to be
perceived as stationary, even when it is moving in depth.
Motion in depth of the near target is more likely to be
perceived correctly.

Although they only occurred for the analyses with the
modified data (after removal of the inconsistent errors),
the possible contributions of target speed deserve com
ment. In particular, the greater frequency of correct re
sponses sometimes reported when a target moved quickly
supports the notion that the presence of a sudden and rapid
change in vergence may disrupt the required conditions
of egocentric ambiguity. The main effect of speed, in ad
dition to the two interactions with the speed variable, in
dicates that the use of slower changes in depth may be
better suited for testing the current hypothesis.

Far-far condition compared with near-near con
dition. In the analysis of responses for the far-far and
near-near conditions, configuration was significant. Re
sponses for both these display configurations were origi
nally expected to be about 50% correct, because no clear
far-anchor effect could be predicted when the display con
figuration did not have a distinguishably farther point.
However, in both of these conditions, once the motion
began, the configuration quickly became a near-far con
figuration. For example, the far-far configuration essen
tially became a near-far configuration, in which the
moving "nearer" target continued to advance toward the
observer. Likewise, the near-near configuration could be
described as a near-far configuration, in which the mov
ing "farther" target continued to recede away from the
observer. Thus, these two configurations could be con
sidered as near-far configurations with an added temporal,
or time delay, variable. This being the case, we would
then expect that for the far-far condition, in which the
eventual "near" target was always the moving target,
more correct responses would be reported than in the
near-near condition in which the eventual "far" target
moved. That is, as soon as either target moved enough
so that an observer perceived a configuration with tar
gets at different distances, the far-anchor effect would
have begun to operate. Considering that there were 56.2 %
correct responses in the far-far condition ("near" target
moving) and only 26.2% correct responses in the
near-near condition ("far" target moving), an un
predicted anchoring effect may have occurred in much
the same way as in the configurations that were initially
near-far.

If the preceding interpretation is correct, it also provides
more generality for the experimental findings. Although
we intentionally avoided expansion beyond the 1.2-m ex
tent used in our near-far conditions, the results from the
two same-distance conditions indicate that expanding, as
well as contracting, depth intervals may be affected. Thus,
the stability of the farthest target may be an important fac
tor as soon as a depth interval of any sort is created from
an equidistant display.

Concerns and implications. The results of Experi
ment 2 suggest that an organizational factor, termed the
far-anchor effect, can influence observers' ability to cor
rectly discriminate stereoscopic motion in depth. As with
most studies, this experiment leads to more questions. One
concern involves the several observers who were unable
to maintain adequate fusion to participate in the study.
Quite possibly, those with fusional difficulties were those
with very close values of tonic vergence (Owens & Leibo
witz, 1980). Such individuals would have had more trou
ble in binocularly fusing the extremely reduced display
at the 4-m distance. A more structured display might help
observers perceive the initial display correctly, as well
as allowing an evaluation of the robustness of the far
anchor effect through the introduction of more visual cues
for the actual movements.

Another concern is the possibility that the observed re
sults are primarily limited to collapsing depth intervals,
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despite the evidence from the far-far and near-near dis
plays. Would the same effect be found if a preexisting
depth interval were expanded? Also, although there were
good reasons to use independent observers in Experi
ment 2 (to avoid the development of any possible response
bias), it would be useful to know whether the far-anchor
effect would continue throughout several judgments of
motion in depth. That is, how stable is the effect over
time? Such questions were the basis for undertaking
Experiment 3.

EXPERIMENT 3

Method
Observers. Another 48 observers (24 men; 24 women) from the

same source and with the same characteristics as those in Experi
ments I and 2 served in Experiment 3.

Apparatus. The visual displays used in Experiment 3 were de
veloped from those of Experiment 2. Specifically, the starting po
sition of one target in each of the previous displays was altered,
so that one target began at an extreme distance (either 2.85 or
4.05 m) and the other began at a distance of 3.35 m. This position
represented a midway location with respect to the images on the
2-D monitor screens and was chosen (rather than a true-depth mid
point) in order to control for the duration of exposure to the move
ment. The same starting positions in relative depth occurred equally
often for all four cases of depth motion: (I) the "midpoint" target
moved toward a far target (collapsing the depth interval); (2) the
"midpoint" target moved away from a near target (thereby expand
ing the depth interval); (3) the "midpoint" target moved forward,
away from a far target (expanding the depth interval); and (4) the
"midpoint" target moved forward, toward a near target (collaps
ing the depth interval). Thus, the same physical target motion was
presented equally often with a nearer target and a farther target (see
Figure I). In the first situation, the correct response and the pre
dicted response agreed; in the second situation, the correct and pre
dicted responses differed.

For Experiment 3, only the slower speed of motion was used.
On the basis of Experiment 2, this speed was believed to be more
likely to avoid artifactual egocentric changes and, given the de
creased depth motions involved in the new displays, provided a better
(longer) opportunity for observation. The exposure duration of the
stereoscopic motion was thus approximately 5 sec for each display.

Procedure. Following visual screening, preliminary instructions,
and a brief period of dark adaptation, each observer viewed sev
eral displays, each consisting of two illuminated targets. These dis
plays always began with one target located nearer to the observer
than the other, with their depth separation approximately half that
used for Experiment 2. The independent variables were whether
the nearer or the farther target was moved, whether the moving
target was on the left or right side of the display, and whether the
initial interval expandedor collapsed in depth during the observation.

Each observer was shown a sample display and was given fur
ther instructions about the experiment. Half of the observers viewed
a sample in which the left target was nearer and moved still closer
to the observer (thereby expanding the depth interval); half of the
observers viewed a sample in which the farther target was on the
left and moved closer to the observer (collapsing the depth inter
val). The initial sample presentation was used solely to ensure that
the observers would be able to see the depth interval clearly and
understood the nature of the motion judgment task. The observers
were also instructed to report any occasions in which fusion was
lost before or during a trial (i.e., any occasions in which they saw
more than the two intended targets).

Following the sample presentation, the shutter was closed and
the first of 16 experimentaldisplays was generated. When the shutter

was reopened, the observer again saw two illuminated targets and
was asked whether they appeared at the same or at different dis
tances. If "different," the observer was asked to indicate which
target appeared closer to him/herself. If these responses were cor
rect, the observer was told that the motion was about to start and
the trial itself was initiated. After the targets disappeared at the end
of the movement, the observer reported whether the left or the right
target had appeared to move. There was no effort to inquire about
the direction of motion in depth, or to ask specifically whether the
nearer or farther target had been moving, because of concern with
introducing a bias over the course of the experiment. (For exam
ple, if the predicted far-anchor effect were important, then a majority
of responses would have indicated the nearer target to be moving,
regardless of the actual motion, resulting in possible response bi
ases. On the other hand, equal numbers of left and right responses
would tend to occur for any degree of the far-anchor effect.) At
the end of the presentation, the shutter was again closed while the
next display was readied. The remaining 15 trials continued in the
same pattern. The intertrial interval was approximately 20-30 sec.

The first eight trials were divided equally between those with the
nearer target on the left and those with the nearer target on the right,
between those in which the nearer target moved and those in which
the farther target moved, and between those in which the motion
resulted in an expansion of the initial depth interval and those in
which the motion resulted in a collapse of the initial depth interval.
The order of the trials was random. A second set of trials included
another presentation of each of these same eight possible condi
tions, in a different random order. Thus, overall, there were eight
trials for which the target predicted to be seen as moving (by the
far-anchor effect) was also the target actually in motion. For another
eight trials, the predicted target and the correct target were different.

At the end of the experiment, the sample display was again pre
sented. This time the observer was asked to report the apparent dis
tance of each of the targets from him/herself in feet and/or inches.
This judgment concluded the experiment.

Results
The main data from Experiment 3 consist of the num

ber of trials (out of 16) in which the observer reported
that the correct target was in motion and the number of
trials (out of 16) in which the observer reported that the
target in apparent motion was the one predicted by the
far-anchor effect. It is clear from the experimental de
sign that these numbers are partially dependent upon each
other. Thus, if an observer were correct on either 0 or
16 trials, then the only possible value for "predicted
score" would be 8. If the correct score were 1 or 15 trials,
then the predicted score could have varied between 7 and
9. If the correct score were exactly 8, then the predicted
score could have assumed any value between 0 and 16.
Figure 2 shows the paired scores for all the observers in
Experiment 3. (The diamond-shaped area represents the
region of possible pairings. If no systematic influences
were present, then the data points should be distributed
randomly throughout the diamond region. Systematic in
fluences, on the other hand, would cause the data points
to be displaced to the left or right of the vertical line and/or
above or below the horizontal line.) Note the strong ten
dency for data points to be located to the right of center,
indicating that predicted scores were higher than expected
from chance. Note also that the correct scores tended to
be distributed more or less evenly in the vertical domain.
Eleven of the 48 observers had equal scores (correct vs.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

any way with performance. Overall, the only significant
effect was a clear ability of the far-anchor effect to predict
observers' responses better than the assumption that they
would tend to be correct and better than the assumption
that scores would be distributed around chance.

Finally, the verbal reports of perceived distance (D')
obtained at the end of Experiment 3 were consistent with
expectations. Not only were the perceived depth intervals
approximately half the values found in Experiment I (con
sistent with the physical decrease in the average stereo
scopic separation used), but D' for the far target was
approximately the same as in Experiment I, whereas D'
for the near target was slightly greater than in Experi
ment 1. Such a change is appropriate, because the far
anchor effect should have kept the farther target relatively
constant. The decrease in the average disparity used for
the depth interval, therefore, should have resulted in a
greater perceived distance for the perceptually more
malleable near target. A comparison of the reported depth
intervals of the 48 observers in Experiment 3 versus the
reported depth intervals of the 20 observers in the simul
taneous condition of Experiment 1 showed that the smaller
stereoscopic interval of Experiment 3 resulted in a smaller
reported interval (see Table 1). A one-way analysis of
variance using ranked values (Conover and Irnan, 1979)
confirmed this observation [FO,66) = 12.34, P = .0008].
There was no point in conducting a statistical test on the
near versus far targets of Experiment 3 itself, because the
observers were replaced if they did not report the ap
propriate arrangement of the targets in depth.

An interesting aspect of the present studies concerns
the distinction that has been made between the mechanisms
for static stereoscopic depth perception and stereoscopic
motion in depth (Hong & Regan, 1989). Our predictions
concerned errors of perceived motion in depth; yet, the
basis for these predictions (the far-anchor effect) arose
from previous data gathered in a situation that involved
the perception of static distances. This apparent contradic
tion may be resolved by the realization that the primary
phenomenon involved here is probably not a stereoscopic
effect at all. Rather, it appears to have more to do with
the question of how scalar perceptual values become at
tached to exocentric intervals (see Gogel, 1977). In fact,
one might speculate from the results with monocular depth
intervals (Mershon et al., 1976) that movement of any
"farthest" target, whether separated from other targets
by binocular cues or otherwise, should result in the per
ception of induced motion in depth of the nearer targets.

In different terms, the present studies do not really
directly address issues in the perception of structure from
motion or stereopsis (Lappin, 1990). Instead, they are
concerned with the consequences of the operation of per
ceptual factors that add egocentric scale to relationships
specified by any and all exocentric cues. They are also
concerned with the establishment of the "scale factor"
at which many investigations of structure from motion
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Figure 2. The data for the 48 observers in Experiment 3, shown
as paired values of the number of correct responses versus the num
ber of responses that were predicted by the far-anchor effect. The
dashed diamond-shaped area defines the region of possible values.
Note that the distribution of observers is more or less symmetrical
around chance (= 8) when accuracy alone is considered. With regard
to the predictions based on the far-anchor effect, however, observers
clearly fall to the right of chance (= 8), indicating the effectiveness
of this organizational concept in predicting the direction of perceived
motion in depth. Four different symbols are used to indicate data
points representing multiple observers.

predicted). Of the 37 other observers, 28 had predicted
scores that were greater than their correct scores; only
9 had predicted scores that were less than their correct
scores. A sign test showed this difference to be signifi
cant (z = 2.96, P = .003, two-tailed). Furthermore,
when one examines the trials for which a correct report
of motion was given, one discovers that approximately
two thirds of such reports occurred on trials for which
the predicted response was the same as the correct re
sponse. This observation allowed a confirmatory test. A
one-sample t test on the proportions of correct responses
that occurred on these "consistent" trials (against the null
hypothesis that exactly half of the correct responses should
have occurred by chance on consistent trials) indicated
that the far-anchor effect may have been responsible for
many of the correct responses (t = 6.00,p = .0001, two
tailed), as well as resulting in the predictable errors for
other conditions.

No other significant motion effects were found in Ex
periment 3. Thus, there were no differences attributable
to the sex of the observer, no differences related to the
lateral position of the near or far targets, no changes in
the results as a function of comparing the first and sec
ond block of eight trials, and no interactions. There was
no general tendency for the observers to favor either
"left" or "right" as a response. When scores were com
pared with individual measures of stereoacuity, there was
no indication that better or poorer stereoacuity (within the
constraint that all the observers were required to discrim
inate 145/' of arc before participating) was associated in
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seem to stop. They may, nevertheless, have consequences
for certain experimental situations used in those investi
gations in that they indicate a preferential position for the
farthest targets in a display, at least with respect to cer
tain types of judgments.

Foley's Theory of Binocular Distance Perception
It is important to note that the data obtained in the

present studies are wholly consistent with those collected
in research discussed previously by Foley (1980, 1985).
In fact, his theory of binocular distance perception may
be used to reach the same predictions as those based upon
the specific distance tendency. To summarize, Foley pro
posed that the egocentric perception of any binocular con
figuration is characterized by a particular reference value
of binocular parallax. (Binocular parallax would be equiv
alent to vergence distance, if fixation disparity were
negligible; it is essentially the convergence "required"
for a given binocular target.) When fixation is not re
stricted, this reference value is a weighted average of the
parallaxes of the available targets, but with the greatest
weight being given to the farthest target in the display.
A measure of effective binocular parallax is linearly related
to the reference binocular parallax and corresponds to cus
tomary measures of perceived egocentric distance. The
position of any target in the display that is stereoscopi
cally different from the reference parallax is determined
jointly by the effective binocular parallax and the effec
tive horizontal disparity between the target and that point.

In his 1985 paper, Foley presented data that show that
variations in effective disparity produce changes in the
perceived distance of a target, as long as that target is the
closest one in a configuration. As soon as such a target
moves behind its companion, thereby itself becoming the
farthest target, it virtually ceases to move, while the form
erly farther (but now nearer) target begins to change its
apparent distance. Although conducted with static dis
plays, Foley's study clearly makes the same prediction
as our own development of the far-anchor effect (based
upon the specific distance tendency). The only serious dif
ference is that the far-anchor effect (as previously noted)
is not conceptualized as a necessarily binocular phenom
enon. The relevance of an effective reference parallax dis
tance would be less clear if similar motion-in-depth effects
occurred for purely monocular stimuli. However, until
such a possibility can be examined, the results are not only
consistent with Foley's theory, but represent a direct ex
tension of his experimental observations.

A Possible Application
Imagine that it is night and a pilot is flying her plane

into a busy airspace. In the distance, the lights of a sec
ond plane come into view. The pilot visually determines
that the other plane is approaching in her general direc
tion at a moderate velocity. Then the lights of a still far
ther aircraft come into view beyond the nearer plane. If
little visual structure besides the two other aircraft were

available, it is possible that the pilot's judgments of the
speed or direction of the nearer plane (and any subsequent
changes in its path) may be affected by the actions of the
farthest aircraft. If the farthest plane were also traveling
toward her (at a more rapid speed than the nearer plane),
our pilot might be subject to any of several alternative
perceptual experiences.

First, she might correctly perceive the relative veloci
ties of both approaching planes. However, if the phenom
enon examined in the present studies were sufficiently
strong, she might perceive that the farthest aircraft was
not moving relative to her own position and that the nearer
plane was actually moving away! Fortunately, this sec
ond possibility is unlikely, because aircraft possess light
ing patterns that indicate their direction of travel and (we
may presume) there is probably a bias to see at least some
motion in such targets. What is more likely (but still poten
tially dangerous) is the intermediate possibility that both
aircraft would be seen as approaching, but their velocities
would be subject to misperception. In particular, the
nearer plane might be perceived as traveling less rapidly
than it really was. That is, the tendency for the farthest
object to remain relatively stable in apparent distance (the
far-anchor effect) could cause the changing interval be
tween the two planes to be attributed to a slow velocity
ofthe nearer plane. Such an illusion could present a sig
nificant hazard if our pilot did not confirm her perceptions
with appropriate instrument and/or ground-control infor
mation. Although this sort of speculation needs to be
confirmed by studies in which both targets are moving
simultaneously in depth, the prediction from the far
anchor effect seems clear.
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NOTES

I. It is reasonable to speak of a single egocentric reference distance,
despite the small changes that occur in the vergence distance of por-

tions of the display, because all of the positions of the targets in these
studies are indistinguishable when the targets are presented in isolation.

2. In addition to those with obvious fusional difficulties (i.e., breakup
of the display into excess targets), there were also observers who re
ported experiences indicative of related problems (e.g., seeing a reversed
depth relationship of the targets or, during Experiment 2, reporting only
lateral motion, rather than motion in depth). Overall, the following ad
ditional observers passed the preliminary screening, but were replaced
because of difficulty during the experimental presentationes): Experi
ment I, 4 observers (beyond the 60 observers included in the analy
ses; all from the simultaneous near-far condition); Experiment 2, 79
observers (beyond the 320 in the analyses); Experiment 3, 14 observers
(beyond the 48 in the analyses). Not counted in these totals are a few
observers who had to be replaced due to procedural errors.

3. The described comparisons appear to involve accepting the null
hypothesis and thereby concluding that the perceived distances (D') of
the far target alone and of the far target in combination are necessarily
equal. We are, however, only making the more modest statement that
there is no reliable evidence of a difference. The design of this type
of study makes stronger statements difficult, because the statistical com
parisons that one might like to make involve an awkward cross between
dependent and independent groups. As a possible alternative, one can
legitimately compare D' for the near target in the simultaneous presen
tation (relative to the median D' for the same target in the individual
presentations) with D' for the far target in the simultaneous presenta
tion (relative to the median D' for that target in the individual presenta
tions). The difference of the resulting paired values provides a test of
whether the near target has shifted by a greater extent than the far tar
get. For the data of Experiment I, this comparison shows the expected
significance [t(l9) = 10.53. P = .0001, two-tailed].
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